addison wesley professional informit - sandi metz has distilled a lifetime of conversations and presentations about object oriented design into a proven set of oo practices for crafting manageable extensible and pleasing code, amazon com essential scrum a practical guide to the most - essential scrum a practical guide to the most popular agile process addison wesley signature series cohn kindle edition by kenneth s rubin download it once and read it on your kindle device pc phones or tablets, practical object oriented design an agile primer using - praise for the first edition of practical object oriented design in ruby meticulously pragmatic and exquisitely articulate practical object oriented design in ruby makes otherwise elusive knowledge available to an audience which desperately needs it, project management collaboration knowledge sharing among - rowe s l 2014 project management collaboration knowledge sharing among project managers paper presented at pmi global congress 2014 north america phoenix az, agile software development wikipedia - agile software development describes an approach to software development under which requirements and solutions evolve through the collaborative effort of self organizing and cross functional teams and their customer s end user s, def con 18 hacking conference speakers - foca2 the foca strikes back chema alonso ms mvp enterprise security informatica64 jos palaz n palako security researcher foca is a tool to extract information in footprinting and fingerprinting phases during a penetration test, explore our featured insights mckinsey company - our latest thinking on the issues that matter most in business and management, teaching materials using literature in the efl esl - diy literature lesson plan in our first methodology article on using literature there were two sample lesson plans based on an excerpt or a short story, techtrek prospective student visits technology college - prospective students visit uat s tech trek discovery expo uat s tech trek exposition is an open house built around the concept of a technology conference
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